MATHZHI 1.
LECTURE & I Fourier Series I .
S
• Definition: The Fourien Cosine Series of f(a) over the
interne Osash is
CCSS()= 2 Ancos(A2 ),with no=1/4/Jajda,
1 (nto) An=2 ga,conanimal oder
Remont: Analogously to the Sine Fourien series, the Cosine
Fourie series over Osash & S(x) is the same as the
Jull) Faurien series over -Lsx sh of the even extension of
P(G ) to -Lsxah ,
. SeanC)={$(t) ortal,
Id(*) -Lexco.
zdosd, FCJae(t)= 1 an.com(22 ) Ebusu(22 )
with notat Joe Godde= 4 go dt,
a = ts. See(6)can(2 t)dhe= 2 860)20(22)de
b = tf serenca)sin(s )dx = o.
-Lsx < o .
--

Example: Lei f(x)=et
Sketch f(x), the Fourier series of f(x) (over [11]), the
Sime Fourie series Cover [0,13), and the Fourica cosine scenes
Cover [0,1]). O FIJE )
dadela) va
-A
Sea Wz I V I go
crass
un calca)
CCgJCx)
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Erecipe: Consider the function so={ x1,x€10.23
Find the Fourien Cosine series. Tewhich valere does the
1x>2
secics converges to at x = 1 ? C($)(4)
n=
ccpJCG)= È Ancos(27%), L22in this problem.
A = 1 /C dx = ( x= 4
10=235gados(n= -) n={com65 )dx=
- 2 (124) &(sylum)-s=(ME))=
co
so never
(2/2-15 n =2h-1 Cold ).
Thus , <(")(G)= 1 + 1 (15 cos(24-1 **).
EcgJ(1)=1/2 -73

o
[Section 3.c Complex Form of Fourier Series
recall the expression of the Feurian series over[-L,L]
IS(x): Fl (t)= ant Ž(ancos(m2 )+ bn sin(2t)).
Eulee's formule dio a caso risio ply than
cos(0)=eote so= 2
sowe can write
F( G)= aut Ians(et
++ (an-ibwet I(antiondemateria a
-e
-a.
=a.+
no
Sice a t go co( 22)dx=am ,
butI go on(02 Jux=-bom,
=(86)=a.*t I(andibuje (antionde tot
-74.

- ao t . antio,
ne - a
antit
co = ao cn =
Tsonane
1=(5G)= Icreemaah IComplex form of the
h = l Fourien series of g(x).
"
•Remark: From the definition above , one can find that
e
TX /L I
intall inha/L o nam
Weare going to obtain this formula wing anorthogonality
property instead: h
. 22L nam .
Now , assume f(x)=F(9)(c) and multiply both sides
byeimmall,and integrate con [2.2]: '
s sco)einErladx = con leimaalepinnallede a
SR
osgla)elimite da = 26 cm

•[Additional problem.I[Chapter2,HSV,heplace equation ].
Solve the following problem using separation of warcoles.
exx tuyy to, Ozxeo, oxyeth I - a
"y(t,0)= 0
y (x,H)=0
axcoy)= 8 )
Questions: 1) show that there exis's a solution if and
aly id sagrody=o.
» Is the solution uniquely defined ?
Let ulang)= F(2)G(g)~ -f (W)=6 -- .
BC : ay( ,0)= 0 - G'(o)= 0
ey(+,H)= 0 * G '(H)= 0,
ODE: 0 G"(g)+3G(g)= L x=( 2), n=0,...
G'(o) = 0 = 6'(H ) / Glo)= cos(na . n = 0,. ..
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G F ( 2 ) F (x )= 0
Remark . Physically realid solutions should be bounded
as x 00 . Therefore ,we tare c.ac.= 0 .
co, F(x)= etlenos
Product station alonga acos e te
Superpond pumpe
along)= f (
• Au?
malo. )= 2
dong the atopality of connes we had the

S
Sigo co(12)2y=A2 1hou n=1,2,.
to an= 30 cm (mt )dyinasamo
retice what happens when nao:
sa E A heaper
sowe obtain the condition wewere asked to show .
Therefore, the selectionis
Juct.)= A + Ancea mai no entient with a
An =2776 5 )cos( 12)dy forn=1,2,... 1
n=o
n = 1,2 ,...
1. e see
Thus,wesee that the sclention isnot uniquely defined.
The constet do is auditrary .
What is happening ?
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Let's think about the physics of the problem :
L
alIere a insulated bocaderies
Oxxco ,
Rea . ..
ux cowg) = f(y) Thatis,we know the flux along that
side.
o Resenden than the head equation over a 2-d region
is at ak ouzk (uxxtugo) , and therefore we
can think of the replace equation Duzo as the
PDE that describes the equilibrium temperature
are that region .
For an equilibrim toexists ,we need that the
het fle is zero: otherwise be region would receive
(on give) energo- and the temperature would increase for
decrease ). Mathematically, the condition
ļ projdy zo precisely states that the net on average)
flux is zero along the boundary tzo, oxyet.
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S net
- If we were to the election to tically . Asume
Sice the Bc., with the contition SSDdyzo,state that
no enego going in or out, and constant temperature
is an equilibrium colentera (notice that therewon'tany
Dirichlet B.C.).
→ Ifwewere given an initial condition, thenweld be
able to determine the solentica ,by conservation of
Gegy. Indeed, let's see it mathematically . Assume
thatLas e Cary, o) = g(x.g) . xdy=o. Consider
the solentica to ut= wextugswith the same B.C .
Then,
4 uge.j.6)dady= foulayan dady =f(o.DeCo.,. dady=
= faa la guidadyafor mace.yo Juglaswater
longlaojax = 0 (becausefüheco.god -1 way=o).
Jx +
(becaure
o
rs
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o dad
Therefore, sfulang,t)dx dy=ffure,a dady=f ghijdudy.
Thisholds for all tzo, so in particular ateguilibrium:
Suces handy= fgcao)dedy= 0,
The solution we found
for the replace guation
Wecan compute thefirst integral
anhux
facasanoa( Audrey Ialakjet
- SS hodadyzo o do= /
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